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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Tuesday 2nd February 2021

Spellings.
1. beautiful 4. could
2. pretty 5. would
3. every 6. should

Handwriting.



Wake up shake up!

• Luke has asked if we can do a bit of a workout to wake ourselves up! 

• Each day I will add a link or a challenge for you to try at home if you 
would like to join in! We will be doing this at school.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HkwTDyR84Ao

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HkwTDyR84Ao


Punctuation ladder.
Question marks. ???
Correctly punctuate the sentences and questions.

where is the whale taking the snail

the snail crawled onto the tail of the whale

where do the penguins live



Phonics
• Please click on the links for today’s phonics session. Our sound today 

is ‘o-e’ in phone.

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/SvhWZakx/CXitW1Pq

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/ib1MZvVU/7YAsr6zT

If you find this easy here is a bit more of a challenge for you…

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/siZgUOoW/PabRBL9S

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/SvhWZakx/CXitW1Pq
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/ib1MZvVU/7YAsr6zT
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/siZgUOoW/PabRBL9S




Here is a boring short sentence.

The snail saw some penguins.

For today’s English lesson, we will be improving a simple, boring sentence by 
adding an adjective, adverb and a conjunction.

(Don’t worry parents… it sounds way more complicated than it is! Just follow the 
slides and I will talk you through it!)



For example 
The curious snail saw some black and white 

penguins.
Write the sentence using your own adjectives.

The _______ snail saw some ____ penguins. 

We can improve the sentence by adding adjectives. An adjective is a 
describing word. 



For example 
The curious snail gazed at some black and white 
penguins.
Write the sentence by adding a better verb.

The curious snail saw some black and white
penguins. 

We can improve the sentence by choosing a better word for the verb. A verb is 
a doing word. In this sentence the verb is ‘saw’. You could try using google to 
find synonyms (words that mean the same or similar) for the verb ‘to see or 
‘to look’.’. 



For example 
The curious snail gazed at some black and white 
penguins that were playing on the rocks.
Write the sentence by adding a better verb.

The curious snail saw some black and white penguins
that

Now let’s use a conjunction to extend our sentence. 
today we are going to use the conjunction ‘that’
This will create a compound sentence (2 simple sentences 
joined together). 







Statistics

We have reached the end of our maths unit on statistics. Today we will 
complete an assessment task to see what we have learned in this unit. Where 
possible, let your child answer the questions indepdently without your help. It 
is fine if they need you to read the question to them or support them with 
reading. 

Please upload photos of your child’s work, or send me your comments on how 
they did.
Did they need support or could they complete it on their own with you just 
helping to read the questions? If they needed support that’s fine, just let me 
know in the comments. What did they find difficult?
This will help me to plan our future maths lessons.











Geography



The Snail and the Whale by Julie Donaldson

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_8QS_nyzM8

The story is going to form the basis of our geography project for the 
next 2 weeks. If you haven’t read the story, here it is.
If you cannot access the link you can watch the animated story on BBC
iplayer.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_8QS_nyzM8


Geography

In school when we read the story the children noticed the penguins. 
Remi asked the question “Where do penguins live?”

Can you help to answer Remi’s question? 

I wonder why penguins live there?



Which continent do penguins live in?



Here is Antarctica. It is in the south of the 
world. 



Geography

Take part in the lesson to learn more about Antarctica. 

What is Antarctica like? (thenational.academy)

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/what-is-antarctica-like-65j3ge

